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CITY GUIDE
Experience Copenhagen trough the eyes of Audo



The Neighborhood, Nordhavn
Audo’s top recommendations on where to eat, drink and play in 
Nordhavn. Formerly home to an industrial port, Nordhavn has 
since evolved into a waterfront hotspot for architecture enthusiasts 
and is home to countless culinary and design experiences.



Recreation and Leisure
In and around Nordhavn

NORDHAVN BASIN
Begin your day with a cleansing dip in the calm 
waters of the nearby harbour or head to the  
waterfront at sunrise to catch a glimpse of the 
local bathers who dip in the sea all year round.

Sandkaj 35, 2150

KONDITAGET LÜDERS
Venture up a series of stairs leading to a hidden 
rooftop gym and playground with panoramic 
views over the neighbourhood.

Helsinkigade 30, 2150

KAJAKKLUBBEN NORDHAVN
Spend a leisurely afternoon on the water with a 
rental kayak.

Murmanskgade, 2150

Drinks and Dining 
In and around Nordhavn

RESTAURANT SILO
A former grain silo turned restaurant offering 
the best of Scandinavian-fine dining along with 
an extensive wine list and 360-degree views.

Helsinkigade 29, 2150 

SUSHI ANABA
This eight-seat, Michelin guide sushi concept is 
one of the most exclusive dining experiences in 
all of Copenhagen.

Sandkaj 39, 2150

ANDERSEN & MAILLARD
Local artisanal bakery, renowned for its flaky 
croissants and sourdough bread.

Antwerpengade 10, 2150

ORIGINAL COFFEE
A favourite of locals and tourists alike, head to 
this quaint speciality coffee bar for your daily fix 
of pastries and coffee.

Sandkaj 39, 2150



Copenhagen City center 
Copenhagen is renowned for its rich design scene. We’ve prepared 
a list of our favourite museums, showrooms and galleries for 
curators and art enthusiasts. 

No trip to the Danish capital would be complete, however, without 
experiencing the flavours of the birthplace of New Nordic cuisine. 
Delight the senses and expand your palate with inventive tasting 
menus and experimental offerings from Denmark’s influential 
culinary scene.



Drinks & Dining
Copenhagen

APOLLO BAR & KANTINE
Located in the the courtyard of Kunsthal 
Charlottenborg, Apollo Bar & Kantine is a 
favourite amongst Copenhagen’s fashionable set. 
From bar snacks to seasonal small plates and 
juicy wines, Apollo has something for everyone. 

Nyhavn 2, 1051

BAR POLDO
Cosy, ambient and delightfully understated, this 
neighbourhood wine bar and eatery is located 
in the heart of Copenhagen’s design district. 
Venture down into this intimate basement locale 
for inventive small plates and a broad selection of 
natural wines.

Lillekongensgade 6, 1074

ESMÉE
Housed in Geist’s former quarters in Kongens 
Nytorv, Esmée offers artful French favourites 
with a signature sense of Nordic flair. The 
restaurant’s central location, beautiful plating 
and bright, sunny interiors quickly transformed 
Esmée into an instant Copenhagen classic.

Kongens Nytorv 8, 1050

BARR
While its elegant dishes and sublime interiors 
point towards fine dining, Barr is anything 
but pretentious. This welcoming, canal-side 
restaurant explores the diversity of North Sea 
cusine with various offerings from the Nordics.

Strandgade 93, 1401

BOTTEGA BARLIE
This cozy locale is a hit amongst Copenhagen’s 
trendy set and its outdoor patio is often filled 
with creative professionals rubbing elbows over 
small plates and glasses of natural wine. Barlie 
offers Mediterranean-inspired tapas along with 
breakfast pastries and tasty bar snacks.

Fredericiagade 78, 1310

BRØNNUM
Rich in both ambience and history, Brønnum’s 
decadent interiors transport you to a different 
time. Whether you’re a spirits-lover or strictly 
an interior enthusiast, you’re sure to appreciate 
the elegance and attention to detail of this 
sophisticated cocktail bar. 

August Bournonvilles Psg 1, 1055

Architecture, Art & Design 
Copenhagen

GLYPTOTEKET 
Home to over 10,000 works of rare art, the 
Glyptoteket features the private collection of 
Carl Jacobsen, son of the founder of Carlsberg 
Breweries. The museum offers an extensive 
collection of ancient Greek, Roman and Egyptian 
statues and includes selected works from 
Auguste Rodin. 

Dantes Plads 7, 1556 

KUNSTHAL CHARLOTTENBORG
Tucked away inside a 16th-century palace in 
the city centre lies one of Copenhagen’s most 
exciting exhibition venues. The gallery acts as 
a synergized gathering space for contemporary 
artists, complete with an art cinema and 
bookstore.

Nyhavn 2, 1051 



Outdoor Attractions 
Copenhagen

KASTELLET
Bordering the idyllic suburb of Østerbro and
the inner city, this popular walking area is home 
to a 16th-century fortress in the shape of a 
pentagon, complete with bastions at each of its 
corners. Grab a coffee and wander the grounds, 
enjoying scenic views of the water and various 
historic military barracks.

Gl. Hovedvagt, Kastellet 1, 2100

NYBODER
Famous for its distinctive yellow townhouses,
the district was once used as Naval barracks for 
families serving Christian IV. Architects and 
history-enthusiasts alike will enjoy wandering this 
historic area. After walking, make sure to stop 
by one of the many cafes, wine bars and design 
boutiques located in the surrounding area.

Sankt Pauls Gade 24, 1313

SØERNE, THE LAKES
The lakes are a series of 3 rectangular bodies 
of water that run alongside the popular districts 
of Nørrebro, Østerbro and Vesterbro. For the 
authentic Copenhagen experience — make sure 
to grab a drink at one of the many cosy wine bars 
and coffee shops lining the lakes.

Sortedams sø, Peblinge sø & Skt. Jørgens sø

Shopping
Copenhagen

FRAMA STUDIO STORE
No design lover’s trip to Copenhagen would be 
complete without a visit to Frama Studio Store. 
The shop’s organic interiors and warm, rustic 
ambience echos Frama’s signature merger of 
form and function; seamlessly uniting elements 
from both the natural and artificial worlds. 

Fredericiagade 57, 1310

YŌNOBI
YÕNOBI is a ceramic concept store located in 
the heart of Copenhagen. The brand offers a 
broad variety of bespoke, handmade ceramics 
from both international and Danish talents. The 
store’s minimalistic interiors are inspired by the 
simplicity of Japanese design and the rugged 
beauty of the Danish landscape.

Løvstræde 1, 1152

PAUSTIAN
Home to countless design legends, Paustian’s 
inner Copenhagen showroom is unlike any other. 
The store is housed in an old bank and features 
the property’s original columns and ceiling, 
along with authentic bank vaults and counters. 
Visitors can browse an expansive collection of 
mid-century design, including favourites such as 
the Eames Lounge Chair.

Niels Hemmingsens Gade 24, 1153

STORM
As one of the most influential lifestyle and 
fashion stores in Europe, Storm is more than 
just a retail space — it’s a conceptual platform. 
Beyond clothing, the store carries a broad 
selection of beauty products, curated music and 
various design and lifestyle publications.

Store Regnegade 1, 1110

NEW MAGS
New Mags is Denmark’s premier retailer 
of design publications within the realms of  
lifestyle, interiors and crafts. Immerse yourself 
in the brand’s stimulating literary universe in 
their concept showroom. The space features 
an assortment of grounding natural materials  
andunique artworks.

Ny Østergade 28, 1101



Looking Further 
Sometimes, a little fresh air is all we need. Break 
away from the noise and bustle of the city and 
immerse yourself in world-class art and culture, just 
a few minutes from the Audo House by train. 

LOUISIANA
Less than an hour north of The Audo, you’ll 
discover Louisiana: an internationally acclaimed 
art museum located on the shore of the Øresund 
Sound. To date, the museum boasts one of 
Scandinavia’s largest collections of modern art, 
dating back to 1945. From The Audo, guests can 
easily catch a train from Nordhavn St. that leads 
its passengers on a scenic trip up the coast. 

After browsing the art, stop by the museum cafe 
for a coffee and cake before venturing outside. 
There are several art installations hidden 
throughout the surrounding nature for visitors 
to discover. When you’re finished wandering 
through the trails, walk down to the seashore 
and spend some time by the water before 
heading home for the day.

Gl. Strandvej 13, 3050 Humlebæk

ORDRUPGAARD
Venture up to Chartottenlund, a picturesque 
seaside municipality north of Copenhagen for 
noteworthy art, sprawling woodlands and world-
class architecture from the visionary Iraqi-
born British architect, Zaha Hadid. The area is 
home to Ordrupgaard, an art museum and park 
featuring an extensive collection of works from 
the Danish Golden Age.

The Zaha Hadid Wing was designed in 2005. 
Clad in black-lava concrete and outfitted with 
expansive glass windows, the building’s organic 
lines and structural fluidity lend the impression 
that the extension rises out of the landscape 
itself. We reccomend that you set aside a full 
afternoon to immerse yourself in the beauty of 
the buildings, art and surroundings area.

Vilvordevej 110, 2920 Charlottenlund
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